Transposable elements as tools for reshaping the genome: it is a huge world after all!
Transposable elements (TEs) are discrete pieces of DNA that can move from one site to another within genomes and sometime between genomes. They are found in all major branches of life. Because of their wide distribution and considerable diversity, they are a considerable source of genomic variation and as such, they constitute powerful drivers of genome evolution. Moreover, it is becoming clear that the epigenetic regulation of certain genes is derived from defense mechanisms against the activity of ancestral transposable elements. TEs now tend to be viewed as natural molecular tools that can reshape the genome, which challenges the idea that TEs are natural tools used to answer biological questions. In the first part of this chapter, we review the classification and distribution of TEs, and look at how they have contributed to the structural and transcriptional reshaping of genomes. In the second part, we describe methodological innovations that have modified their contribution as molecular tools.